
This presentation describes how to manage an external evaluation and is intended for grantees that are 
considering or know that they will be undertaking an external evaluation of their program.  

For this presentation, we have identified a number of learning objectives.   

By the end of this presentation, you will be able to:  

• Understand the importance of managing an external evaluation 
• Plan for an evaluation, including identifying roles, resources, and evaluation needs 
• Develop a solicitation to hire an external evaluator 
• Oversee and collaborate on the evaluation process 
• Recognize potential challenges 

An external evaluation is an evaluation of a program that is conducted by an individual or a team of 
people who are external to the program. External implies that the evaluator does not have any conflicts 
of interest related to the program or the evaluation itself and is thus objective and impartial to the 
evaluation results (FOR EXAMPLE - e.g., the evaluator should not serve on the program’s board or 
benefit financially from the program). Potential sources for identifying an external evaluator include: a 
consulting firm, college or university personnel such as faculty members or graduate students, or an 
independent consultant. 

Determining whether to use your own internal staff or to rely on an external evaluator to complete an 
evaluation of your program is a critical decision that will need to be made early on in the planning phase 
of your evaluation. Generally speaking, the following are key considerations when determining whether 
to employ an external evaluator/team for an evaluation: 

• Expertise: Some programs may not have internal staff with the type of technical expertise 
required to conduct an evaluation. Therefore, depending on the scope and complexity of 
the evaluation, an individual or team who is external to the program may be needed. 

• Funder requirements: Funders may require that the programs they fund conduct an 
external evaluation to ensure objectivity in the evaluation’s results. For example, as you may 
already know, AmeriCorps grantees receiving annual funds of less than $500,000 are NOT 
required to conduct an external evaluation. However, AmeriCorps grantees receiving annual 
funds of $500,000 or more are required to conduct an external evaluation. 

- Cost: Both internal and external evaluations have cost implications. While using internal 
program staff to complete an evaluation of your program may be less costly, it also adds 
to staff workload. It is important to consider this trade-off and whether staff have the 
capacity to take on additional work to carry out the evaluation activities. Where 
personnel resources are more scarce than funding, an external evaluator may be the 
better choice. 

Hybrid approach: Another option that programs may consider is to take a hybrid approach by hiring an 
external evaluator to support the more technical aspects of the evaluation and have internal program 



staff carry out the non-technical aspects of the evaluation. For example, you may hire an external 
evaluator to design the evaluation, identify or develop your data collection instruments and processes, 
analyze the data, and write up the evaluation findings. Program staff may play a role in the evaluation by 
helping to collect data (e.g., administering surveys or tests) and enter or process the data to be used by 
the external evaluator. This may both help to defray costs and ensure that program staff will remain 
actively involved in the evaluation process.  

Deciding to use an external evaluator does not necessarily mean that program staff will not be involved 
in the evaluation.  

• An evaluation is like any other activity taking place within your organization and therefore it 
must be managed. The extent and quality of the program staff’s involvement during the 
development and implementation of the evaluation will affect the overall progress of the 
evaluation and how satisfied both parties are with the end result. 

• Program staff should ultimately be responsible for the program’s evaluation. The evaluator 
is someone that your program has hired to do a particular job which is to plan for and 
execute the evaluation; therefore the evaluator is someone your program oversees and 
monitors because they are reporting to you.  

• Building a good relationship with your evaluator and having formal management practices in 
place, helps to ensure that your evaluation remains on track and provides information that 
is helpful to your program.  

Facilitator notes: The process of managing an external evaluation breaks down into six key tasks: 

• Task 1: Determine who among program staff will manage the external evaluation 
• Task 2: Define the purpose and scope of the evaluation 
• Task 3: Determine budget and secure resources 
• Task 4: Solicit and select an external evaluator 
• Task 5: Establish a contract or consulting agreement 
• Task 6: Manage the evaluator - communicate, monitor, and support 

The first three tasks – determine who will manage the evaluation, define the purpose and scope, and 
determine your program’s budget and secure resources – are activities that help to lay a strong 
foundation for your external evaluation and prepare you to effectively engage an external evaluator. It 
should be noted that while some order exists as to how programs generally approach these initial steps, 
the process largely depends on a project’s particular circumstances, so they may not occur in an ordered 
fashion but may be done simultaneously instead.   

It’s worth noting that these tasks, and the process in general that we describe in this presentation, are 
the same as those that CNCS implements when managing its own program evaluations and research 
projects. Many of the points we will touch on are informed by our own processes and lessons learned, 
and reflect best practices that are used both in our own work and in the field of program evaluation.  

We will now discuss each of these tasks in more detail. 



This first task involves determining who among program staff will be responsible for managing and 
overseeing the external evaluation activities, from the hiring of the evaluator, communicating with the 
evaluator, and monitoring and supporting the evaluator’s progress and quality of work. Whose role it is 
to lead this process really depends on the organizational context and structure of your AmeriCorps 
program. For example, a smaller program may have the program director fulfill this role as part of 
his/her overall management of the program at large. Alternatively, the program director may assign 
another staff member to take on this role in addition to his/her existing programmatic responsibilities. 
Larger programs, on the other hand, may have a separate evaluation department that manages 
evaluation activities for the program or may form an evaluation committee or working group comprised 
of key stakeholders to collectively manage the external evaluation process; however, it is recommended 
that one person from the committee or working group is designated as the lead point person for the 
evaluation.  

Program directors will likely be the one to choose who among their program staff is best suited to 
manage the external evaluation. This is an important decision that should be carefully considered as this 
role requires someone with the following background: 

• Basic knowledge about standard evaluation terms and research practices. The evaluation 
manager should at least be familiar with basic evaluation concepts and methods so that 
he/she understands the services that are being secured as part of a consulting contract. If 
the person who assumes the role of the evaluation manager lacks this basic evaluation 
knowledge, it is advised that he/she pursue training opportunities or consult the many 
evaluation resources, covering a range of evaluation topics, that are located on CNCS’s 
Resource Page. 

• Strong communication and supervisory skills. The evaluation manager will essentially be 
responsible for supervising the work of the external evaluator. Thus, he/she should be able 
to clearly communicate (in writing and verbally) what is expected of the evaluator and 
provide honest and direct feedback on their work throughout the evaluation project.  

• Authority to make decisions about the evaluation. The person assigned responsibility for the 
evaluation should either be authorized to make decisions about its design and execution or 
have a clear understanding of what decisions need to be communicated to other leadership 
staff in order to gain authorization to move forward. 

• Capacity or time to take on additional responsibilities associated with overseeing and 
making decisions about the evaluation. While the external evaluator will likely be doing the 
bulk of the evaluation work, managing an external evaluation takes time.  

Facilitator notes: This next task is to define the purpose and scope of the evaluation which essentially 
establishes the general parameters for the evaluation. This involves determining:  

• Why is the evaluation being done? What questions do you want answered? What type of 
evaluation should be conducted?  

• What components of the program should be evaluated? What time period should the 
evaluation cover? and  



• What requirements does the evaluation need to fulfill? Often times, a program’s funder has 
specific evaluation requirements that must be fulfilled and those requirements may drive 
the purpose and scope of an evaluation. For example, AmeriCorps State and National 
grantees that receive an average annual CNCS grant of $500,000 or more must conduct an 
external evaluation that covers at least one program year. In addition, the evaluation must 
be designed to provide statistical evidence of the impact of the program compared to what 
would have happened in the absence of the program through the use of a comparison or 
control group.  

It is advised that programs start to define the purpose and scope of their evaluation as an internal 
activity before attempting to formally solicit an external evaluator. Having established parameters for 
your evaluation will be critical in helping you identify an evaluator that is best suited to carry out the 
type of evaluation you are seeking for your program. Specifically, knowing your evaluation’s purpose 
and scope should indicate what qualifications and skills are needed in an evaluator to complete the 
desired evaluation tasks and the level of effort that will be needed. Once hired, your evaluator should be 
able to use the parameters that your program has defined for the evaluation as a starting point for 
developing a detailed evaluation design plan that specifies how they plan to carry out the work.  

Next, we provide more information on defining the purpose and scope of an external evaluation, 
specifically within the context of CNCS’s evaluation requirements. 

As you begin to define the purpose and scope of your evaluation, it is helpful to refer to your program’s 
logic model. Many of you may already be familiar with what a logic model is or you’ve already 
developed a logic model for your program.  A program logic model is a detailed visual representation of 
your program and its theory of change that communicates how your program works, the resources you 
have to operate your program, the activities you carry out, and the outcomes you hope to achieve. Your 
program logic model should clearly communicate how your program works by depicting the intended 
relationships among program components. Key program components consist of: 

• Inputs or resources – which are considered essential for a program’s activities to occur. They 
may include any combination of human, financial, organizational, and community-based 
resources that are available to a program and used to carry out a program’s activities.  

• Activities – which are the specific actions that make up your program or intervention. They 
reflect processes, tools, events, and other actions that are used to bring about your program’s 
desired changes or results.   

• Outputs – what a program’s specific activities will create or produce, providing evidence of 
service delivery.  

• Outcomes – the specific changes that may result from a program’s activities or intervention. A 
program’s outcomes fall along a continuum, ranging from short- to long-term results.  

Logic models are typically read from left to right, employing an if-then sequence among key components 
of a program. A generic example is shown here. It reads, if your program has these inputs or resources, 



then it can carry out these activities. If your program carries out these activities, then it can produce 
these outputs. If your program has produced these outputs, then it will achieve these outcomes.  

Additionally, we can think of a logic model as essentially having two “sides.” The process side focuses on 
how the program’s activities are carried out or its planned work – inputs, activities, and outputs (direct 
products). The outcomes side of the logic model describes the expected sequence of changes that the 
program hopes to accomplish, which can be short-term, medium-term, and/or long-term changes. The 
outcomes side reflects the changes, effects, or impact of the program.  For more information on 
developing a program logic model, we highly encourage you to review the webinar How to Develop a 
Program Logic Model located on CNCS’s Resource Page on Nationalservice.gov/resources.  

Keeping in mind that there are two “sides” to a logic model, a process and an outcomes side, first let’s 
consider CNCS’s evaluation requirements for large grantees (e.g., grantees receiving $500K or more 
annually). As mentioned earlier, large grantees are required to conduct an impact evaluation, that is, an 
evaluation designed to assess changes occurring in the program’s beneficiaries that can be attributed to 
the AmeriCorps program. Specifically, impact evaluations concern the outcomes that are depicted on 
the right side of a logic model as they seek to measure changes in outcomes that are directly 
attributable to a program. An example of an impact evaluation question is: What impact did the 
AmeriCorps program have on beneficiaries’ knowledge? Answering questions of this type, involves 
including a comparison or control group (which is needed to produce estimates of what would have 
happened in the absence of the program). This allows for a comparison to be made between what 
actually happened and what would have happened in the absence of the intervention. 

On the other hand, a process evaluation focuses on the program components that are depicted on the 
left side of a logic model, answering questions about the program’s inputs, activities, and outputs. This 
type of evaluation examines how well the program’s implementation matches the theory behind its 
creation and confirms what the program actually does on the ground. Whereas conducting an impact 
evaluation fulfills requirements for all grantees, a process evaluation only fulfills the evaluation 
requirements for small grantees (i.e., grantees receiving funding of less than $500,000 annually). For 
more information on process and impact evaluations, please see the webinar Evaluation Design 
located on the CNCS’s Resource Page on Nationalservice.gov/resources.  

For large grantees in particular, CNCS’s evaluation requirements provide a framework for defining the 
purpose and scope of the evaluation as the requirements clearly specify the type of evaluation (i.e., 
impact evaluation) to be conducted and also the timeframe (one-year) to be covered. This means that 
large grantees should narrow in on the outcomes side of their logic model as they work to define the 
questions (in general) that they want or need answered about their program and which outcome(s) they 
intend for the evaluation to focus on. Having a clear sense of your evaluation’s purpose and scope will 
help you screen for an evaluator who is well-matched to your program and the evaluation you are 
planning to complete. As most programs have limited resources to put towards an evaluation, it is 
important to note that it is not necessary to evaluate every aspect of your program as depicted in your 
logic model. Your evaluation may have a narrow focus (e.g., address questions about one or a few of 
your program’s expected outcomes) or it can have a broader focus (e.g., address questions about your 



program’s processes and expected outcomes), depending on the information you hope to and the 
resources you have available. In general, it is better to conduct an effective evaluation of a single 
program component than to attempt an evaluation of several components or an entire program without 
sufficient resources. 

Another step in defining the scope of your external evaluation is to determine the timeframe of the 
evaluation activities. Again, it is important to consider CNCS’s evaluation requirements. Specifically for 
large grantees, CNCS requires an external evaluation to be conducted during the three-year period of 
their second grant award and submit a report of the findings from the evaluation when they re-compete 
for a third grant award. Additionally, the evaluation must cover at least one year of CNCS-funded service 
activity.  

Given those requirements, this slide breaks down the three-year grant cycle (with each year starting in 
Sept and ending in the following August). It provides recommendations for the timing of key evaluation 
activities to ensure that an evaluation report is completed in time for submission with your AmeriCorps 
State and National re-compete application during year 3.  

• Year 1: The first year of your grant cycle is viewed as a planning year. It is recommended that 
program staff decide on the external evaluation’s purpose and scope by November (or earlier), 
hire an external evaluator by January (or earlier), and have the external evaluator complete a 
written detailed evaluation design plan, including the development of any data collection 
instruments to be used (by June or earlier).  

• Year 2: This second year of your grant cycle is when your external evaluator would ideally 
conduct the evaluation (i.e., collect and analyze data). Since CNCS requires that your evaluation 
covers one year of CNCS-funded service activity, the timing of your data collection should reflect 
this requirement. For an impact evaluation, this often requires collecting baseline data in the fall 
of year 2 and follow-up data in the spring/summer of year 2. It is recommended that the 
evaluator analyzes the data during the final months of year 2. 

• Year 3: This third year of your grant cycle is critical in that an evaluation report will need to be 
completed (and reviewed by your program staff) in time to be submitted with your AmeriCorps 
State and National re-compete application. With applications typically due during year 3, it is 
recommended that the initial months of year 3 are when the evaluator writes and finalizes the 
evaluation report, relying on input and feedback from the grantee. 

Again, these are recommended milestones for the three-year grant cycle and should be tailored to fit 
your specific evaluation. Note that hiring an external evaluator early in your three-year grant cycle is 
important to keeping on schedule because it usually takes three to six months of planning and 
preparation before data collection can begin. By delaying the hiring process, your evaluator may not 
have enough planning time to begin collecting data for the evaluation in the beginning of year 2 (e.g., 
baseline or pre-intervention data).   

We will discuss budgeting and securing resources for an evaluation on the next slide.  



This next task involves establishing a realistic budget for your evaluation and securing resources. Once 
you have a sense of your evaluation’s purpose and scope, it is important to estimate the cost of hiring an 
external evaluator and whether your program has the funds available to cover that cost. It may be that 
your program has already designated a certain amount of your overall program funds for evaluation 
purposes. In this case, you want to be sure that the purpose and scope of your evaluation is in line with 
what you have budgeted, otherwise, you will need to make adjustments to your program’s budget or 
raise additional money to cover the expected cost of the evaluation.  

While this presentation does not provide details on how to develop an evaluation budget or estimate 
the amount of money your program needs to conduct one, there are resources on CNCS’s Resource 
Page on Nationalservice.gov/resources that cover this topic in more depth. Also, it may be helpful to talk 
with staff from similar programs or organizations in your community who have conducted evaluations. 
They may be able to tell you how much their evaluations cost and whether they were satisfied with the 
services that were provided. If you do not have experience developing budgets, it may be helpful to 
consult CNCS’s core curriculum module, “How to Budget for an Evaluation” located on the Resource 
Page on Nationalservice.gov/resources. 

In general, there are 5 main components of an evaluation budget: 

• Evaluator/consultant time (or labor): In deciding to use an external evaluator, a major component 
of your evaluation budget will be labor, or the cost of paying the evaluator’s fees to conduct the 
evaluation. When estimating the cost of external evaluator time, consider the evaluation’s purpose, 
scope, and methods and estimate the time (# of hours) the evaluator(s) will need to spend 
performing each of the tasks for which they will be responsible. To calculate an estimated cost, 
you’ll need to multiply the total number of hours needed by the evaluator’s labor rate.  

• Travel: Consider whether your evaluation will require travel for the evaluator to visit program sites 
for data collection or to your organization’s office for meetings. These costs should be factored into 
your budget. 

• Other direct costs (sometimes referred to by the acronym ODCs) which are a cost category that 
covers expenses for supplies and equipment, communication, printing, and materials directly 
related to your evaluation project that are not labor or travel. Note that this category includes 
potentially high cost items such as purchasing survey instruments or data collection platforms, and 
purchasing datasets.  

• Overhead costs and fees: These include operating expenses such as the cost of office space, utilities, 
etc. Overhead costs for large evaluation firms are often built into their “loaded” labor rates, but be 
aware that university staff or independent consultants may account for overhead differently. Also, 
fees charged for evaluation will depend on the type of contract you issue when hiring the evaluator. 
For example, federal agencies like CNCS typically issue contracts that are either cost plus fixed fee, 
firm fixed price, or time and materials. While we will not describe the details of each type of 
contract here, it is important to understand that contract types for evaluation services do vary. 

• Program costs necessary to support the evaluation – Importantly, you should account for the fact 
that there may be significant investments of program staff and volunteer time (spent on activities 



like quality control and monitoring) that raise the overall cost of the evaluation. Program staff 
and/or volunteers can support the external evaluation as long as there is a lead external evaluator 
that is clearly independent from the program and as long as these individuals are not responsible for 
managing data or conducting analysis. The contributions of staff and/or volunteers’ time to the 
evaluation may not appear on a spreadsheet of direct costs, but the investment needs to be 
considered, especially if you seek lower cost options.  

Again, it is important to note that if you estimate that your evaluation will cost more than the funds 
your program has available, you should try to reallocate your program budget, and/or work on securing 
additional funds and resources to avoid a cost overrun associated with the work. It is critical that you are 
certain you have the financial resources to cover the required costs before taking any steps towards 
implementation.  

At this point, after having completed a thoughtful assessment of the evaluation you are seeking for your 
program, the next task is to identify and hire an external evaluator. Whether you opt to use a 
competitive selection process or a less formal process for selecting an evaluator (e.g., sole source), the 
right evaluator for your AmeriCorps program should be able to demonstrate that their experience, 
training, and work style is a good match for your program and the type of evaluation you want 
completed.  

In general, there are four basic steps for soliciting and choosing an evaluator.  

• Task 4.1: Develop a solicitation to which potential evaluators can respond (sometimes called a 
request for proposals (RFP)) 

• Task 4.2: Solicit responses to your request for bids 
• Task 4.3: Create criteria to assess and choose the most qualified evaluator 
• Task 4.4: Evaluate the proposals and select an evaluator 

It’s important to note that there may be specific processes and restrictions related to procurement that 
your program must follow, especially if your organization is a public agency. These steps outlined here 
are intended to serve as a guide and should be considered alongside any procurement protocols 
established by your organization. 

We’ll talk about each of these steps in more detail on the next slides. 

If you are plan to use an external evaluator, more than likely you will need to develop a solicitation or a 
Request for Proposals (RFP) to solicit proposals for the evaluation project. Your evaluation RFP should be 
detailed and specific regarding the activities and products you will pay for, schedules, responsibilities, 
and other specific needs. This is why it is important to have established a clear understanding and 
consensus about the evaluation scope, timeline, and budget because that information will form the 
basis of the solicitation/RFP for your evaluation.  

We provide some guidelines for preparing an evaluation solicitation/RFP below.  

A comprehensive solicitation/RFP contains the following elements: 



1) A description of the purpose and scope of the evaluation. This provides an overview of the 
evaluation, what questions are to be answered, which aspects of your program the evaluation is 
to focus on, and over what time period. Unless you are suggesting that the applicant develop 
the entire evaluation plan, you should explain the type and level of evaluation that you desire, 
for example, process or outcome evaluation. If you have already selected a particular evaluation 
design and methodology, then it is important to include this information in the solicitation. 
Reference to similar evaluations might be wise.   

2) Background information on the program. It is important to provide a brief description of the 
context, history, and current status of the program. Include a description of the program’s 
theory of change, that is, the theory that underlies how the program is designed to work, and 
supporting research evidence. 

3) Description of the work plan. This element is really the core component of your solicitation and 
is often written as a list of tasks with a description of each task that the evaluator is to complete. 
These tasks might entail developing an evaluation plan, developing data collection instruments, 
selecting the sampling procedures and drawing of the evaluation sample, recruiting study 
participants, collecting and analyzing data, writing a final report, and presenting evaluation 
results. It is important to include any requirements (e.g., meetings the evaluator is to participate 
in, data sharing requirements), and a list of deliverables or products to be developed (e.g., 
evaluation plan, final report). If there are specific details about your evaluation that you already 
know you want the evaluator to execute, be sure to include these details in the solicitation 
itself. For example, if you know in advance that you want the evaluator to conduct two rounds 
of data collection (one at the beginning and another at the end of the year) or design a quasi-
experimental evaluation using a matched comparison group, this information should be 
provided to applicants. Again, this is one of the most important sections of your solicitation/RFP. 
The quality of the proposals you receive will depend on the quality of the information in this 
section. Please see the handout titled “”Sample Work Plan” for a sample work plan section of a 
solicitation for hiring an evaluator to conduct an impact evaluation of a hypothetical AmeriCorps 
program.  

4) Timelines. This section should detail the project’s period of performance, indicating key 
milestones and due dates for deliverables. The requirements of your evaluation most often 
determine its duration. As noted earlier, this holds true for AmeriCorps State and National 
grantees as CNCS’s evaluation requirements largely determine the timeline of evaluation 
activities. (NOTE FOR FACILITATOR: May refer back to slide 11). 

5) Minimum eligibility requirements. To identify an evaluator who is the “right fit” for your 
project, it is important to specify the key qualifications you are looking for. This is essentially the 
skills, knowledge, and experience required of the evaluator and any other criteria that 
applicants must meet in order to qualify for the work. For example, are there any geographic 
limitations (e.g., must be local) or tax or business requirements (for-profit/non-profit, private 
firm, individual, university institute or department, etc.)? Do you want the evaluator to have a 



certain number of years of experience and in a specific type of evaluation design (e.g., outcomes 
evaluation, process evaluation, etc.)? Should the evaluator have a certain level of familiarity 
with programs similar to yours? Does the evaluation require experience in collecting data, 
conducting certain types of analyses of data, or writing reports? Add criteria that will help you 
identify evaluators with past experience doing the specific evaluation design type (QED, or RCT) 
you require, plus have experience gathering and analyzing the relevant kind of data (qualitative, 
quantitative, both) the evaluation will generate, and have subject matter experience in your 
program’s focus area. [Give an AC related example] 

6) Resources and/or data. Note any resources or data that will be made available to the evaluator 
in order for potential evaluators to factor this into their proposal.  

7) Estimate of the funds available for the work. While not required, it is helpful to provide 
prospective evaluators with information on the scale of funding you can support. Otherwise, 
applicants may propose evaluation projects that vary widely in scope and methods. If you wish 
to spur competitiveness in the solicitation/ RFP process without revealing how much money you 
plan to spend on evaluation, you may suggest a ceiling on the evaluation project costs and 
indicate the project cost will be a significant factor in the proposal evaluation.  

8) Contract vehicle. Specify what type of contract will be used to commission the work (e.g., time 
and materials, fixed price, or cost reimbursement).  

Most states and other jurisdictions have additional sections and subsections (e.g., financial disclosure 
statements, affidavits of various kinds, etc.) that are required for an RFP, so it is important to check with 
the appropriate procurement office in your state or local government to make sure your RFP contains all 
of the necessary information. You may also find it helpful to obtain a copy of a successful RFP that has 
passed the procurement office standards, if possible.  

Lastly, the solicitation should include detailed instructions on how evaluators are to apply for the 
position, identifying all information and documentation they must provide to those heading the 
selection process. CNCS recommends that grantees solicit a formal written proposal in response to the 
solicitation. The proposal provides an opportunity to review the evaluator’s approach and writing style 
and will ultimately serve as the basis for the contract, if you choose to hire them.  

• Format of proposal response: Do you want to provide a template or a structure that needs to 
be followed? Do you want to set a page limit? Do you prefer any font or spacing requirements?  

• Categories of information requested: You may request the types of information the proposal 
should include, such as a technical approach to the work, qualifications of key staff, a detailed 
budget, management plan, deliverable schedule, past work samples, etc. List the information 
from the applicant that will help you determine if they are a good match for the work.  

• Proposal submission deadline: Include the date and time the proposal is due. 
• Point of contact for the proposal: Provide a point of contact to whom candidates may direct 

inquiries and submit their proposal. 



• Evaluation and selection: Provide applicants with information on how their applications will be 
evaluated. This section should outline the proposal evaluation process, the persons who will 
evaluate them, the evaluation criteria, and weights or mathematical calculations that will be 
applied (if any), and how and when the final selection will be announced.  

After you have developed a solicitation or job description, the next step is to request responses. This 
involves determining the method(s) you will use to attract bidders. You may choose to:  

• Post the solicitation on your program or organization’s website 
• Share the solicitation with other outlets where you might reach prospective evaluators. For 

example, advertising in your local paper, posting the position at a local college or university, or 
working with your local government's human resource department (if you are a public agency) 
are potential ways of soliciting applications. Agency newsletters, local and national meetings, 
and professional journals are additional sources for posting your solicitation. It is wise to 
advertise as widely as possible, particularly if you are in a small community or are undertaking 
an evaluation for the first time. Several advertising sources will ensure that you receive multiple 
proposals.  

• Directly contact prospective evaluator(s) who you have identified to inform them of the 
opportunity and/or send them a copy of the solicitation. 

Potential sources for identifying evaluators include the following: 

• Organizations that have a network of experienced evaluators such as the American Evaluation 
Association (AEA). The AEA website (www.eval.org) contains a searchable database of AEA 
members who are available for evaluation consulting or to serve on evaluation teams due to 
specific expertise in particular methodologies. You can search for a listing of individuals in your 
geographic area and/or your desired area of expertise. 

• Local colleges and universities. When looking for an evaluator in an academic setting, you may 
start by contacting the department that best aligns with your program’s service area (e.g., social 
work, sociology, education, or public administration), or see if there’s a research or evaluation 
center within the college or university.  

• Evaluation divisions of State or local agencies. State or local government agencies may have 
planning and evaluation departments and individuals from these agencies may be willing to 
work with you on your evaluation. Additionally, staff members from these divisions may be able 
to direct you toward other organizations or individuals that are interested in conducting 
external evaluations.  

• Personal networks, including other agencies in your community that have used external 
evaluators. These agencies may be able to recommend a good evaluator, suggest methods for 
advertising, and provide other useful information.   

GROUP QUESTION:  

• What other methods has your program used to attract applicants? 



What are other potential sources for identifying evaluators? 

As noted previously, the solicitation establishes the evaluation criteria upon which each applicant will be 
assessed. This informs applicants of not only the criteria that will be used, but also the relative 
importance of each criteria. Some criteria that are commonly used to assess proposals include: 

• Evaluation plan/approach: Does the applicant’s evaluation approach address the purpose, 
scope, and goals of the evaluation? Be mindful of the questions and issues the applicant 
believes should be the focus of the evaluation, the type of data to be collected to address 
those questions and issues, the method of data collection, and the presentation of the 
evaluation’s results to determine if they are a good fit for the type of evaluation you want 
done.    

• Evaluator qualifications: Does the applicant demonstrate that he/she has the knowledge, 
experience, and skills that align with the type of evaluation you wish to conduct? Is the 
applicant familiar with AmeriCorps or similar programs?    

• Communication style: Is the applicant’s writing style and language clear and accessible? 
Proposals that are indecipherable or written in highly technical language may be an 
indication of the evaluator’s work products. The proposal should be written in a language 
that you can understand and present a coherent plan. If requested, check the applicant’s 
past work samples for clarity, organization, readability, and potential usefulness for decision 
makers. Applicants providing highly technical, poorly written, and/or disorganized products 
will likely develop similar products for your evaluation.  

• Project management: Does the applicant demonstrate an ability to effectively lead and 
manage the evaluation project? Does the applicant propose a reasonable timeline and 
schedule of deliverables that aligns with the timeline specifications in your solicitation? 

• Cost: Does the applicant’s proposed costs seem reasonable and within your stated budget? 
Applicants must indicate that their proposed evaluation approach can be carried out for the 
available funds specified in the solicitation. You may find a proposal to be of high quality, 
but costs much more than your anticipated budget. In this case, you may want to ask the 
applicant to provide further explanation of their budget. It may be the case that your 
program receives multiple proposals with varying ranges in cost. It is important to take a 
close look at each of the applicant’s budgets to decide which one is most reasonably priced 
for the work that you want done. It may seem like an easy decision to choose the lowest 
cost proposal, however, after a closer look at the budget may show that the applicant has 
not factored in key activities that are in your solicitation. It may be the case that the cost 
associated with each of the proposals you receive is higher than your budgeted amount. In 
this case, you may need to rethink the scope of your evaluation to determine if there are 
any activities or approaches that could be scaled down. You may also consider whether 
additional funds for the evaluation could be generated. Additionally, some applicants may 
be willing to donate some of their services (e.g., offer in-kind services) upon request. 



Once you have established the criteria on which to assess each applicant, it is important to specify the 
relative importance of each criteria in the solicitation. Depending on program needs and resources, each 
criteria may have equal value (20% each in this case) or some criteria may have greater weight (such as 
the evaluation plan and evaluator qualifications) than others (communication, project management, and 
cost).  

For internal purposes (not to be shared in the solicitation), you will need to develop a method or tool to 
apply your criteria. The review form should parallel the specification and criteria you lay out in your 
solicitation and may be a scoring or rating scale or checklist. The issue of whether a weight should be 
assigned to each criteria also comes into play here. For example, one option is to assign a numerical 
value to each criterion, which reflect its relative importance in comparison with other criteria. Agreeing 
on standards for rating the applicants provides a consistent measurement strategy and promotes an 
objective evaluation of proposals. Once the scoring method is established, the task of reviewing the 
proposals can begin.  

In the handouts you will find a Sample Evaluator Assessment Form to help serve as a guide for 
developing and rating evaluation criteria. The assessment form is organized around the five criteria 
discussed here, along with more detailed criteria under each heading. For this example, we use a typical 
five-level Likert item to measure the extent to which the reviewer strongly agrees (“5”) or strongly 
disagrees (“1”) that the applicant meets the specified criteria. Scores for individual criteria can then be 
summed to create a total score upon which to evaluate and compare your applicants.  

As you receive proposals in response to your solicitation, the next step is to conduct a critical review of 
this information and then make a decision about who your program wants to ultimately hire as your 
evaluator. It is recommended that multiple individuals (not just the evaluation manager) review the 
proposals using the criteria established. Multiple scores should either be averaged or compared and 
discussed during the selection process. Including an outside consultant with strong methodological 
expertise on the review team may help provide an outside point of view on the quality of the evaluation 
proposals.  

After all proposals have been reviewed and critiqued, it is time to choose the proposal that best meets 
your criteria. There may be a few proposals that are close in quality, so you may consider gathering 
additional information on your top applicants that will help the review team reach a final choice. In this 
case, the following activities may be helpful; however, these are all optional:  

• Ask your top applicants to respond to questions or participate in a “best and final” meeting to 
ensure that all bidders are given the same opportunity and to ensure an objective selection 
process. 

• Conduct interviews to get a better a sense of the evaluator’s approach, style, and personality 
which should help you determine whether you and the evaluator are compatible. The “right” 
evaluator on paper may turn out to be difficult to communicate with or may have a work style 
that differs from your own. Use the proposal as the beginning of a conversation about the 
nature and scope of the evaluation project. Ask about anything in the proposal that you did not 



understand or need clarification on. An interview is also a good opportunity to ask about the 
applicant’s capacity to do the work within your timeline.  

• Contact the applicant’s references to find out more about the evaluator’s working style, 
approach to evaluation, and any issues they might have encountered in working with the 
evaluator. These references should be contacted for objective views of the candidates. Some 
questions you might ask their references include:  

o Did the evaluation approach used by the evaluator address the needs and desires of 
your organization?  

o Was the evaluation conducted in a timely fashion?  
o How was the evaluator’s quality of work? 
o Was the evaluation conducted within your budget?  
o Was the evaluation report useful to your organization?  
o Were there any major challenges in conducting the evaluation and how did the 

evaluator address them? 
• Would you hire the evaluator to conduct another evaluation for you? 

Note that some public agencies have procurement processes that do not allow for interviews or 
consideration of information beyond what’s contained in the proposal so it is important to check that 
these activities are permitted before engaging in them.  

At this point, after carefully considering each proposal, you should have enough information to make a 
final decision about who to hire.    

Once you have selected an evaluator, the next step is to draw up a contract or a formal consulting 
agreement for the proposed work. The contract will provide you with the authority to manage your 
external evaluation. It should clearly state each requirement and how it will be monitored. As you work 
to establish a contract, be sure to clarify expectations and responsibilities with the evaluator to ensure 
there is a mutual understanding about the work. Contracts are legally binding documents and can be 
challenged in a court of law; therefore, it is best to work with someone with a strong contracts 
background to ensure your contract meets the standards for contracts of its kind. 

A list of the standard elements of an evaluation contract are listed here: 

1. Scope of work which details all of the tasks and responsibilities the evaluator agrees to perform. 
In general, the scope of work should be as detailed and precise as possible—with full 
descriptions of the tasks to be executed, expected deliverables, timelines, and also expectations 
for communication with the evaluator. This ensures that everyone has the same expectations 
about the evaluator’s work, which will be critical if for some reason the project goes awry.  At 
the same time, evaluation is not a precise science and modifications in the evaluation approach 
may become necessary, so there should be enough flexibility in the scope of work to allow for 
minor mid-course corrections or changes in the evaluation strategy as needed. Note that the 
scope of work for your contract should largely reflect what was already written for the work 
plan section of your solicitation/RFP.  



2. Payment/invoicing - Your contract should also include details regarding the total contract value 
(i.e., the amount that will be paid to the evaluator), how the evaluator will bill for services 
rendered, and a payment schedule. Linking payments to major deliverables such as the 
evaluation plan, an interim report, final report, etc., can be a good strategy for monitoring 
quality and progress on the evaluation. This will help ensure timeliness and quality of key 
deliverables as it provides leverage if your evaluation is falling short of expectations.  

3. Point of contact for both parties – It should be made clear in the contract the one person from 
the program side who is the main point of contact for the evaluation. This individual should be 
responsible for communicating with the evaluator and monitoring the contract and the 
evaluator’s work. Likewise, the contract should specify the one individual who will be the main 
point of contact on the evaluator/consultant side. This person should be responsible for 
communicating with program staff about the evaluation progress and directing the evaluation 
work.  

4. Product ownership and rights – Your contract may address questions about who owns products 
that result from the evaluation (e.g., data gathered during the study, analysis files, final report) 
and who has rights to publish the evaluation’s results. Your program may want to retain all 
rights to the data and to publishing results, so it is important to include language in your 
contract that specifies these terms.  

5. Any special terms or conditions (modifications or termination of contract) – This involves 
language describing how changes in the scope of work or a termination of the contract will be 
handled in the event they arise.  

After the contract is signed, the final, ongoing task for the program will be to manage the external 
evaluation itself. This involves communicating with the evaluator and monitoring and supporting the 
evaluator’s work throughout the evaluation.  

Communication between the program staff and the evaluator is critical to the success of the evaluation, 
beginning with the kick-off meeting between key staff from both parties. The kick-off meeting serves to 
clarify expectations and discuss details about the following:  

1. Each of the tasks outlined in the contract; 
2. Upcoming deliverables;  
3. The project timeline;  
4. Any potential question or challenges to the work 

If your evaluator is responsible for developing a written evaluation plan, the kick-off meeting can be an 
important opportunity to collaborate and/or finalize details about the overall evaluation design. The 
evaluation design is essentially the backbone of an evaluation, so you want to be sure that you and your 
evaluator fully agree on this before they develop and finalize the evaluation plan.  

Following the kick-off meeting, subsequent meetings to discuss the evaluation’s progress, and any 
challenges and questions that arise should be regularly scheduled to keep the evaluation moving in a 
timely and efficient manner. The meeting schedule should strike a balance between the amount of 



contact you need with the evaluator to feel informed about their work and the number of meetings that 
are supported by the budget. Agendas (either created by program staff or the evaluator) are helpful in 
making sure the meetings are productive and have specific topics and goals, whether related to planning 
and implementing the evaluation, discussing the progress of the evaluation, troubleshooting issues that 
arise, or discussing the data or early findings.  

Additional meetings between program staff and the evaluator should be expected on an ad hoc basis to 
troubleshoot challenges that may arise, provide input on the evaluator’s approach to a particular 
activity, debrief on the evaluation findings (preliminary and final results), etc. For example, once data 
have been collected and analyzed, you may ask your evaluator for a debrief meeting to discuss 
preliminary findings. The debrief will provide you with an opportunity to discuss and provide feedback 
on the evaluation’s conclusions and implications for your program. This will be important for informing 
the content of the evaluation’s final report.  

Note that if you have difficulty communicating with the evaluator (e.g., ignoring e-mails and/or phone 
calls), this may be a sign that the evaluator is over-committed and is unable to keep up with his or her 
present tasks. As soon as you notice a pattern of non-response or difficulty understanding the 
evaluator’s approach to the evaluation, it is important to confront this issue directly. Your evaluator 
should give your evaluation the full attention you’ve contracted for and be responsive to your program 
needs.  

Facilitator notes: In addition to communicating with the evaluator throughout the project, it is 
important to continually monitor progress on the evaluation and the work of the evaluator. This not 
only ensures that evaluation needs are being met but that products delivered are of high quality. This 
involves:  

• Reviewing and providing feedback on deliverables: Reviewing multiple drafts of a project’s 
deliverables is important for ensuring that the evaluation is progressing as planned and that the 
work meets expected standards of quality. As noted earlier, it is best to include language in the 
evaluator’s contract which allows program staff to review major deliverables and request 
modifications if they are substandard. 

• Enforcing the schedule for completing tasks and making adjustments as needed: In addition to 
monitoring the progress and quality of deliverables, it is also important to ensure that 
deliverables are completed on time. This includes following up with the evaluator when 
deadlines for deliverables are missed or repeatedly late. Reliability is crucial. If your evaluator 
seems to lack the time, skill, commitment, or interest to keep up with the project schedule and 
deadlines, this is a sign that their work might be going off course. As soon as you notice that 
your evaluator is falling behind schedule, it is important to confront this issue directly, so that 
you and the evaluator can work together to get the evaluation back on schedule.   

• Assessing the evaluator’s skills and performance throughout the evaluation: It is important 
that you continue to assess your evaluator's skills and performance in addition to how they 
perform on deliverables. This may entail asking program staff about their interactions with the 
evaluator and finding opportunities to observe the evaluator, while on site or in meetings. For 



example, you may want to observe the evaluator as they visit program sites to collect data to 
determine if they are properly prepared and organized, respectful of program staff and others, 
doing everything that they said they would and in a manner with which you are comfortable, 
etc. If you find problems, address them with your evaluator immediately and help develop a 
plan for remedying them.  

• Keeping up with invoicing/payments: Throughout the evaluation, evaluators should submit 
invoices as scheduled, and your program should make payments on time. You will also want to 
check to see if the correct amount has been invoiced and that invoices are submitted in the 
appropriate format for your accounting or finance department.   

As the success of an evaluation is largely a reflection of the quality of the deliverables produced, we 
provide more information about monitoring common deliverables on the next slide. 

Facilitator notes: As noted previously, reviewing and providing feedback on the deliverables produced 
by the evaluator is important for ensuring that the evaluation is progressing as planned and that the 
work meets expected standards of quality. Common deliverables for an evaluation include the following: 

Evaluation Design Plan. The evaluation design plan is often the first deliverable that an evaluator 
submits for the project. As the road map for your evaluation, it is important that program staff and the 
evaluator collaborate on completing the plan. The project kick-off meeting will serve as an opportunity 
to ensure that all parties have a common understanding of the evaluation and subsequent follow up 
meetings will ensure that all aspects of the evaluation plan are addressed. The evaluation plan may need 
to be renegotiated during your collaboration as new information is revealed or as initial strategies prove 
challenging. For example, initial assumptions about the program’s ability to recruit individuals for study 
participation may not be realized and modifications may need to be made to the sample size 
calculations and/or analysis plan. However, the evaluation design plan should not be in constant flux. If 
you notice that the evaluation plan is changing often, you should discuss this with the evaluator. 

Instruments. Some evaluations may require developing instruments, such as surveys or assessment 
tools that will be used to obtain data from respondents. Because program staff are most knowledgeable 
about how their program works, the beneficiaries they serve, as well as any unique or specific terms 
used by the program, reviewing instruments developed by the evaluator will ensure that evaluation 
tools are relevant, reliable and understandable to program participants and beneficiaries.  

Monthly/Quarterly Progress Reports. In addition to participating in regular, scheduled meetings by 
phone or in-person, you may also request that evaluators submit progress reports on a monthly or 
quarterly basis. Routinely monitoring the evaluation through these deliverables keeps program staff 
informed about how the evaluation is progressing as well as help anticipate and quickly address any 
challenges that might be encountered.  

Interim/Final Reports. Before the evaluator drafts an interim or final report, it is important to request 
an outline to ensure that all parties agree on the report’s content and format. Reviewing the outline will 
also provide an opportunity to ensure that key topics are addressed and that the report is useful for 
program decision makers and stakeholders. Once the review has been completed, it is recommended 



that you request comments be incorporated into the report and/or hold a conference call with your 
evaluator to clarify any sections that may be unclear, misplaced, or confusing. In addition, programs 
should consider contributing to the development of sections of the report where they are more 
knowledgeable of the topic, such as the program background section.  

Other Deliverables. In addition to major deliverables, program staff may want to consider requesting 
some smaller interim deliverables from their external evaluator. Memos written by the evaluator on 
specific topics can provide additional forms of communication on the study. For example, staff may 
request a memo summarizing research design options prior to requesting the evaluator to draft a full 
evaluation design plan. Also, staff may request a written memo summarizing the major study findings 
prior to receiving the detailed final report to provide documentation and begin preparations for 
dissemination of findings. In addition to a final report, staff may wish to request that the evaluator 
provide a shortened summary of the study findings written for a wider audience, such as a research 
brief. This type of document can be particularly useful for the dissemination of study findings.  

Facilitator notes: Lastly, it is important to provide your evaluator with the organizational support and 
feedback needed to facilitate the evaluation process. This includes: 

• Offering advice and guidance to help troubleshoot issues, as needed.  
• Ensuring the evaluator has all of the programmatic information, background materials, and 

resources that you had agreed to provide. Check in with the evaluator periodically to make sure 
they have all of the resources needed to effectively conduct the evaluation of your program. 

• Providing continuous input and feedback on the evaluator’s work, including key deliverables. 

It is important to keep in mind that it is in your best interest to facilitate the completion of your 
evaluator’s work.  

Facilitator notes: Despite your best efforts to build a relationship with your evaluator and effectively 
manage the overall process, problems may arise. Listed here are a few potential problems that you may 
encounter and possible strategies for overcoming them. 

1) Evaluation of the program requires skills or expertise beyond what the evaluator can provide. 
You may find that your evaluator agrees with your assessment and is willing to add another 
person to the evaluation team who has expertise and skills needed to undertake additional or 
different methods/approaches. Many times additional expertise can be added to the evaluation 
team by using a few hours of a consultant's time. For example, programmers, statisticians, and 
the like can augment the evaluation team without fundamentally changing the evaluation 
team's structure.  

2) The evaluator does not understand your program and/or does not make efforts to include 
your input/feedback. Ideally, your relationship with your external evaluator should be a 
partnership where you are providing critical information on your program and important input 
into the evaluation design and its implementation. While your external evaluator is responsible 
for leading the evaluation of your program, they also should be requesting clarification and 



feedback from your program staff throughout the process. For example, in the initial stages of 
an evaluation, the external evaluator should be spending significant time familiarizing 
him/herself with your program’s goals, logic model, processes, and existing data. If at a later 
point in the evaluation process, you observe that the evaluator still does not seem to 
understand your program’s theory of change, operations, evaluation requirements, etc., then it 
may be necessary to confront the evaluator about the amount of attention and time they are 
spending on your evaluation. Ultimately, a successful evaluation should be a partnership 
between the evaluator and the program. If at any point, you do not feel that the evaluation is a 
collaborative process and/or that your input and feedback is not welcome, then your concerns 
should be presented to the evaluator as soon as possible.  

3) The evaluation has a limited time for analysis and reporting in Year 3.  As discussed earlier, the 
third year of your grant cycle is meant to be used to complete the evaluation’s analysis and final 
report in time to be submitted with your AmeriCorps State and National re-compete application. 
For some grantees, applications are due early in year 3, reducing the amount of time available 
to write the evaluation report. It is recommended that you discuss with your evaluator this 
important time constraint on the evaluation as early as possible. The evaluator should be able to 
work with you to plan the production of the final report so you have it for your application 
submission. 

4) The evaluator leaves, terminates the contract, or does not meet contractual requirements. If 
the evaluator leaves the area or terminates the contract, you will most likely be faced with 
recruiting a new one. In some instances, programs have successfully maintained their ties to 
evaluators who have left the area, but it is important to consider how this affects your 
evaluation and whether it will jeopardize any of the work. When your evaluator does not meet 
contractual requirements and efforts to resolve the dispute have failed, public agencies should 
turn the case over to their procurement office and private agencies should seek legal counsel.  

5) You are not happy with the evaluator's findings. Sometimes program managers and staff 
discover that the evaluator's findings are not consistent with prior research on their program or 
their own impressions of the program's effectiveness. In this situation, you may want to 
communicate your concerns with the evaluator and work together to understand the reasons 
for these findings. You may want to review aspects of the evaluation approach to confirm their 
reliability, such as the accuracy of data collection instruments, adequacy of sample sizes, and 
the quality of the data collected. You also may want to request that your evaluator further 
examine your program participants to determine whether there are any differences between 
those that are or are not benefiting from the program and why. However, be prepared to accept 
findings that may not support your perceptions. Not every program will work the way it was 
intended to and you may need to consider making program changes based on your findings.  

6) The evaluator changes the scope of the evaluation midcourse without gaining approval from 
program staff to make this change. Program staff should make it clear to the evaluator that the 
scope of the evaluation cannot be changed without discussion and written approval from you. 



For example, if you discover that the evaluator added a program site or conducted focus groups 
that were not part of the original evaluation plan, you must address this immediately. Changing 
the scope of the evaluation midcourse not only quickly expends already limited resources, but 
can jeopardize the validity of your findings.  

7) Program staff and the evaluator are unable to agree on the evaluation approach. As noted 
earlier, the evaluation should be a collaborative process between program staff and the external 
evaluator. Therefore, key features and activities of the evaluation should be regularly discussed 
and agreed upon by the two parties. If severe differences continue and many reasonable 
attempts to resolve them have been tried, this situation could jeopardize the quality of the 
evaluation. In this extreme situations, program staff may consider terminating the evaluation 
contract. However, this decision should be weighed carefully and discussed with your funder, as 
a new evaluator will need to be recruited and brought up to speed midcourse.  

The earlier you pick up on signs that there may be problems and confront the evaluator directly, the 
more likely you and the evaluator can work together to get things back on track. Nevertheless, if a poor 
relationship with a consultant seems intractable, or if the products are considerably deficient or 
delinquent, you may want to consider terminating the contract.  

GROUP QUESTION:  

• What challenge(s) have you encountered in working with an external evaluator? How did 
you resolve them? 

Facilitator notes: Now that you are familiar with the main tasks involved in managing an evaluation, we 
would like to reinforce these ideas through a group exercise. You may gather in small groups or work 
individually if you choose. Read the vignette or example scenario in your handout that describes a 
hypothetical situation involving the evaluation of an AmeriCorps program. This brief story illustrates 
how the extent of a program’s involvement in and management of their evaluation can affect whether 
program evaluation needs are met.  

After your group has finished reading the example scenario, several questions are presented for your 
group to consider. Afterwards, we will open up the discussion to all the groups.  

[Read below after all groups have had a chance to discuss the questions.] 

Let’s discuss together some of the questions listed in your handout. 

What could the evaluator have done differently?  

Facilitator probe:  

• Did the evaluation team do everything they could to identify a comparison group? 

 How could the grantee have effectively communicated, monitored, and supported the evaluation to 
avoid this outcome?  



Facilitator probe:  

• What management practices should have been used? 

 What could the grantee have done differently during the planning process? 

Facilitator probes:  

• What qualifications should the person overseeing the evaluation have had?  
• How could AmeriCorps ABC have supported the program coordinator? 
• What other approaches could AmeriCorps ABC have used to identify an external evaluator?  

A few points are important to remember when managing your external evaluation: 

• Start the process early. Previously, we discussed that delays are not uncommon in an evaluation 
and that additional time needs to be factored into your schedule. In addition to the evaluation 
itself, the time period for developing a solicitation and selecting an external evaluator may take 
longer than anticipated. For example, some programs may be required to engage in a formal 
competitive bidding process which involves additional staff time to undertake. Starting the 
process as early as possible will allow for some flexibility in the evaluation schedule so that you 
avoid missing critical deadlines in case certain activities end up taking more time than expected. 

• Do your homework. While your external evaluator will have the experience and expertise to 
conduct your evaluation, it is important that you also familiarize yourself with evaluation 
concepts and tools to help you effectively communicate your evaluation needs to your 
evaluator. In addition to consulting evaluation resources broadly, there are a number of 
evaluation resources specific to CNCS that are available on the Resource Page on 
Nationalservice.gov/resources. These CNCS-specific resources are important to review prior to 
and throughout the evaluation process.  

• Ask questions. Do not hesitate to ask questions if you are unclear about the evaluation 
approach or activities your evaluator is undertaking. An evaluator is unlikely to know all of the 
details of your program and how specific program constraints may affect evaluation activities. 
Likewise, program staff may not have adequate knowledge of the technical details involved in 
evaluation. Asking questions and soliciting feedback from your evaluator as the study progresses 
will help avoid confusion, duplication of efforts, and unfounded assumptions and ensure that 
tasks are completed in a timely fashion.   

• Collaborate often. An evaluation is best served when both the program staff and the evaluator 
are well-informed and working together on its design and implementation.  

For more information on evaluation, please go to the National Service Resource Page 
on https://www.nationalserviceresources.gov/evaluation-americorps located here. 
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